


  

”If somebody were to make good sofas, 
then it would be easy to sell them...” 

”Then I will start to make them, if you will sell them.” 

”If somebody were to make good sofas, 
then it would be easy to sell them...” 

”Then I will start to make them, if you will sell them.” 
Lepo´s founder Aake Anttila answers his brother in-law Pentti Roitto in the 50´s.



  

”In 1953 Lahden Lepokalusto began to manufacture sofa beds and 
arm chairs with the patented Epeda-method. The collection soon 
included other furniture.” 

”In 1953 Lahden Lepokalusto began to manufacture sofa beds and 
arm chairs with the patented Epeda-method. The collection soon 
included other furniture.” 
Holmberg K. (2013): LEPO 60 years in furniture.



  

”Our own production which is located in Lahti´s Villähde enables 
flexible and fast deliveries. Throughout the company´s history our 
collection has been based on ergonomic and well designed 
seating.” 

”We want to retain the product design and manufacturing in 
Finland in the future.

”Our own production which is located in Lahti´s Villähde enables 
flexible and fast deliveries. Throughout the company´s history our 
collection has been based on ergonomic and well designed 
seating.” 

”We want to retain the product design and manufacturing in 
Finland in the future.

Kimmo Köntti, Managing director LEPO PRODUCT OY.

Pekka Köntti, The chairman of the board.



  

LEPO PRODUCT OYYRJÖ KUKKAPURO

Professori Yrjö Kukkapuro is one of the 
pivotal modernists of Finnish design. He is 
known for his mastering of form and 
carefully considered details that are 
typical to him. The human body and its 
proportions have been his focus for 
througout the decades. Lepo has been 
manufacturing Kukkapuro´s first hit 
collection Moderno for 65 years.
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”An old man from a metropole and a new chair from tiny 
Finland. Lepokalustos´s Moderno chair has found its way across 
the Atlantic, to the world bank in Washington, Sheraton hotel 
Puerto Polo, Moscow´s Ukraine hotel as well as other public 
spaces. The peaceful constructiveness and boldness make 

Moderno chair ideal for spaces which require lightness with 
a hint of aristocracy.”  

”An old man from a metropole and a new chair from tiny 
Finland. Lepokalustos´s Moderno chair has found its way across 
the Atlantic, to the world bank in Washington, Sheraton hotel 
Puerto Polo, Moscow´s Ukraine hotel as well as other public 
spaces. The peaceful constructiveness and boldness make 

Moderno chair ideal for spaces which require lightness with 
a hint of aristocracy.”  

Moderno at Manhattan. 
Aamulehti 4.11.1968:



  

KAARLE HOLMBERG

Excellent usability is the trade mark of the interior 
architect Kaarle Holmberg´s design. Comfortable 
seating is the result of the long experience and 
knownledge in ergonomics and production 
techniques. Holmberg has been Lepo´s head 
designer since the early 90´s. 

Excellent usability is the trade mark of the interior 
architect Kaarle Holmberg´s design. Comfortable 
seating is the result of the long experience and 
knownledge in ergonomics and production 
techniques. Holmberg has been Lepo´s head 
designer since the early 90´s. 



  

DESIGNERS 

ANNIKA BENGTS KIMMO VARJORANTAESKO PAJAMIES KAARLE HOLMBERG TAPIO ANTTILA

YRJÖ KUKKAPURO MAIJU KORPELAINENMARIKA HÄKKINEN TIINA TAHKOKORPI ELINA HAKALA



  

MODERNO

MODERNO L-28V



  

MODERNO L-66



  

MODERNOMODERNO L-67



  

MODERNO 



  

MODERNO L-28VMODERNO



  

MANGO L-702LIV



  

MANGO L-702XCV, L-702V



  

MANGO



  

NAMI L-711VV



  

NAMI



  

PINO L-707IV, L-707KV | NAMI L-711JV | L-55PS



  

PINO L-707K, BASIC L-401 



  

PINO



  

KAMU L-239W | LELU L-709V |  KUPPI L-139HV, L-139V



  

KUPPI L-139HV



  

KAMU | LELU | KUPPI



  

KANTTI L-112 



  

KANTTI L-111KV 



  

KANTTI



  

WOODEN KANTTI



  

RYHTI L-830KH, L-830KH_2



  

RYHTI



  

APOLLO L-790KHXCV



  

APOLLO



  

VINO L-587, L-587K_2, L-587K



  

VINO



  

PALA L-500TRI_H



  

PALA



  

VIIVACOAT RACKS



  

RATA



  

NOVELTIES | SHOWROOM 2018



  

POLAR | OMA | VIIVA | MOON



  

LEPO MARINE 



  

MOLS LINIEN A/S  



  

LEPO MARINE LEPO MARINE L-707V | L-600  



  

LEPO MARINE LEPO MARINE TAILOR MADE SOFAS  | L-600 | L-707V 



  

LEPO MARINE LEPO MARINE TAILOR MADE SOFAS  
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